C H A P T E R T W O : Transformations

”Ready to battle the next thing“

A

fter a motorcycle accident at age 24, Tony L. has
lived with quadriplegia for 17 years. The condition

hasn’t stopped him or diminished his gratitude for his
remaining abilities. In the course of a conversation with
Ellen Wiest, RN, CRRN, the Clinical Manager who has
long overseen his case, Tony casually recalls coming
home after one of many complications, “ready to battle
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the next thing.”
“You hear that?” asks Ellen, whose respect for him is
evident. “Ready to battle the next thing! His attitude is
the best.”
Tony uses a sip-and-puff motorized wheelchair that
he operates by blowing into a straw. This ingenious device takes him wherever he
wants to go both inside and, within limits, outside. In his house, he can control the
television, air conditioning, heat, and lights—even the light on his fish tank—and
access the internet, all through a computer that uses voice recognition technology.
He drives a van adapted for his use by Miles Technologies, funded by A Step Toward
Hope and the Christopher Reeve Foundation.
While Tony appreciates the technology that gives him so much independence,
he especially cherishes his BAYADA caregivers. “When I first came home from the
rehabilitation hospital in 1997, I had aides but couldn’t find one that my family and I
liked,” he recalls. Soon after, he needed a tracheostomy and required more care than
before. At that point, he switched to BAYADA. “Once BAYADA started helping me,
everything was better. We just stayed with them. We’ve never had a problem.”
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A BOV E: Client Tony L. and Ellen Wiest share a long relationship filled with mutual respect.
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